About the Opportunity

SWIB is seeking a student intern to work with the fixed income division. The intern will work 12–15 hours per week during the school year, and up to 40 hours during the summer. This position provides an opportunity to work closely with investment staff on all responsibilities related to running the global bonds portfolio.

Essential Activities

- Learn about SWIB fixed income investment philosophy, strategies, and processes
- Contribute to the fixed income investment process automation and modernization efforts
- Gain exposure to sovereign credit analysis, sovereign bond pricing, foreign currencies, and fixed income portfolio management
- Assist public fixed income staff in various capacities including analysis of sovereign bonds, currencies, derivatives, etc.
- Work with SWIB analysts in preparing country reports and discussing buy/sell recommendations
- Special projects, as assigned

Candidate Qualifications

- Undergraduate or Graduate student majoring in any one of the following disciplines: Accounting, Computer Science, Economics, Engineering, Finance, Mathematics, or Statistics.
- Computer programming skills (R, EViews, MATLAB, etc.) preferred, but not required
- Legally authorized to work in the United States
- Proficiency in Microsoft Office Suite, especially Excel
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills

Contact

To apply, go to Careers at SWIB. Resumes will be accepted until the position has been filled.

Pre-employment background check is required

SWIB is an Equal Employment/Affirmative Action Employer